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Shop Now

ScanNCut DX is the only series of home & hobby cutting machines

with a built-in scanner and it’s now more accessible than ever.

Introducing the latest addition to the ScanNCut family, the fun

and affordable ScanNCut DX SDX85 in Maui, Lime Green, Sky Blue,

and Charcoal. Featuring 251 built-in designs, a 3.47" LCD touchscreen 

display, and fun colored accents, the SDX85 series is designed

for the beginner craft hobbyist or student and allows you to start

crafting right out of the box.  

‘Tis the Season
  to be Crafty…

SDX85M SDX85

SDX85S SDX85C
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Shop Now

CS5055
With 60 built-in stitches, including 7 styles of auto-size buttonholes, 

and a bright LCD display screen with a computerized stitch selection, 

the CS5055 computerized sewing machine will help you turn any sewing 

project into a personalized style creation!

CP60X
Enjoy a full range of features in a compact yet durable footprint 

with the CP60X computerized sewing machine. The CP60X comes 

with 60 built-in stitches, including 7 styles of auto-size one-step 

buttonholes. Experience virtually effortless sewing on denim, 

tweed, and other thick fabrics.

CP80XSOFTWR
Get professional touches and finishing in an affordable, easily accessible 

package with the CP80XSOFTWR computerized sewing machine. 

With 80 built-in stitches, an easy-to-use needle threader, and 8 one-step 

auto-size buttonholes, get ready to unleash your creativity.

CP100X
The CP100X sewing and quilting machine brings high-quality sewing 

to your craft room. Designed for ease of use and durability with convenient 

features like a sharp LCD display, a one-step automatic needle threader 

with easy-to-follow threading diagrams, and 100 unique built-in 

stitches, the CP100X will amplify your creativity with advanced 

features for a refined sewing experience.

 

  

Let it Sew,
Let it Sew…





CanvasWorkspace
Christmas Garland
Want to add a dash of holiday charm to the home? 

Learn how to make an adorable Christmas garland 

for some festive decor! 



Shop Accessories & Machines

 Materials
• Brother ScanNCut DX, SDX85C 
 (Charcoal) machine with stylus 
 and Black Auto Blade

• Low Tack Mat

• Spatula tool

• Craft adhesive tape or glue 
 (toothpick)

• Cardstock 8" x 8" (maroon, forest 
 green, white), Cardstock scraps 
 (beige/peach, yellow, light blue, 
 black, orange, pink)

• String
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Let’s get 
started!

Now let’s holiday up
your office space with
a garland & some cheer!

1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10 11
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 Instructions
1. Retrieve Christmas Garland from CanvasWorkspace 

and send to ScanNCut DX, SDX85C.

2. Cut files on a low tack mat. Use background 
scan to place the pieces on the correct color.

3. Organize pieces to assemble.

4. Gently fold at perforations. (Santa hat will 
be forward, tree will be to the back)

5. Apply adhesive to pieces.

6. Select base shape and apply decorative accents.

7. Apply accessories to each piece.

8. Tip: For smaller pieces, use a toothpick to get 
a precise amount of adhesive on each piece.

9. Use toothpick with a little glue to move the 
piece to the characters.

10. Cut a length of string. Add adhesive to 
the inside of character where you folded 
the perforation.

11. Align and press together.

12. Add final pieces.
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Quilted
Charger Case
Take your quilting and crafting skills

to the next level with this fun project! 

This super-cute yet functional cell 

phone case is ideal for all your phone 

and device accessories.



Shop Accessories & Machines

 Materials
• Brother ScanNCut DX, SDX85 
 Lime Green electronic cutting 
 machine with stylus 

• Thin fabric cutting blade 
 (beige blade housing)

• Brother CP100X sewing machine 
 (will need button foot “M”)

• Spatula tool

• Fabric mat

• Cotton Fabric cut to 12" x 12" squares 
 (forest green x 2, teal x 2, light 
 seafoam x 1, red x 2, burgundy x 2, white x 2) 
 NOTE: pretreat fabric with heavy starch prior 
 to cutting for better results

• Twill tape

• Thread

•  Pins

• Scissors

• Low loft quilt batting

• Fabric Marking tools 
 (chalk or water-soluble marker)
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1 2a

2b 2c 2d

3 4a 4b

4c 4d 5

6a 6b 6c

Let’s get 
started!



 Instructions
1. Gather precut fabric.

2. Select a right-angle triangle (built in shape 
BA-A037), size to 4" allowing for a ¼" seam 
allowance. Under number, press + to set 5 copies 
on mat. Take one shape and rotate 180º, under 
number press + to set 3 more and arrange on 
mat. Cut fabric on fabric mat. You will need 
a total of 12 forest green, 15 teal, 8 light seafoam, 
11 red, 10 burgundy, and 16 white triangles.

3. Check to make sure fabric is cut all the way 
through. Gather all triangles.

4. Place triangles long sides together, with right 
sides of fabric facing together.

5. Sew long edges of triangles with a ¼" seam 
allowance to create squares. Press or iron 
seam flat.

6. Pin 6 squares together (right sides facing 
together) and sew with ¼" seam allowance 
to make strips.

7. Pin 6 strips together (right sides facing together) 
and sew with ¼" seam allowance. Press or iron 
strips. Pin to quilt batting and sew along 
all seams.
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 Instructions (continued)

8. Using items you want to make a case for, 
create a custom template with paper. The section 
with the charging boxes will be folded to create 
a pocket that will be the center of the roll. 
Trace pattern of choice onto the right side 
of fabric with water-soluble marker or chalk. 
Pin right sides together and sew all the way 
around (with ¼" seam allowance) except for one 
end to be able to turn right side out. Once sewing 
is complete, clip into corners so piece will lay 
smooth when turned right side out. 

9. Roll the end for the charging boxes up and fold 
onto long strip and hand sew tabs to form 
a pocket. Using buttonhole foot “A” on your 
Brother CP100X, sew five buttonholes the width 
of your twill tape along the center of the long 
flap where your charging cords and headphones 
(or accessory cords of choice) will be held. 
Sew twill tape to the inside by pocket. For the 
remainder of buttonholes, you may need to adjust 
in one direction or the other should the bulk of 
the material be thicker than able to sew to avoid 
damaging/stressing your Brother machine.

10.  Run twill tape in and out of buttonholes. 
Roll up and tie like a little present.



9a

Give the
gift of
organizing
to that
special
tangled
someone!

7b 7c

8a 8b 8c

9b 10

7a
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 Instructions (continued)

8. Using items you want to make a case for, 
create a custom template with paper. The section 
with the charging boxes will be folded to create 
a pocket that will be the center of the roll. 
Trace pattern of choice onto the right side 
of fabric with water-soluble marker or chalk. 
Pin right sides together and sew all the way 
around (with ¼" seam allowance) except for one 
end to be able to turn right side out. Once sewing 
is complete, clip into corners so piece will lay 
smooth when turned right side out. 

9. Roll the end for the charging boxes up and fold 
onto long strip and hand sew tabs to form 
a pocket. Using buttonhole foot “A” on your 
Brother CP100X, sew five buttonholes the width 
of your twill tape along the center of the long 
flap where your charging cords and headphones 
(or accessory cords of choice) will be held. 
Sew twill tape to the inside by pocket. For the 
remainder of buttonholes, you may need to adjust 
in one direction or the other should the bulk of 
the material be thicker than able to sew to avoid 
damaging/stressing your Brother machine.

10.  Run twill tape in and out of buttonholes. 
Roll up and tie like a little present.

Holiday Pillows
These pillows will add a cozy feeling of Christmas cheer to your home. 

They’re so easy to make, you’ll want to make more as gifts for family 

and friends. We used an envelope pillow pattern so you can use a 

pillow insert and change them as the seasons come and go. 

Quick Tip: To cut the fabric the correct size for an insert, measure 

the width of the insert and add 1".  For the length, measure the insert length, 

double the amount, then add 4 inches.



Shop Accessories & Machines
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 Materials
• Brother ScanNCut DX, SDX85S (Sky Blue) 
 machine with stylus and Black Auto Blade

• Brother CP100X sewing machine

• Spatula tool

• Fabric mat

• Fabric (home décor weight fabric
 (cut to 13" x 30"), and quilt weight cotton 
 (cut to 12" x 12") in red, forest green and blue)

• Thread

• Pins

• Scissors

• Brother Iron-on Fabric Applique 
 Contact Sheet (12" x 12")

• Fabric Marking tools 
 (chalk or water-soluble marker)
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Get comfy with your
family and find out their
wishes for this season! 

1 2a

3a3c3b

3b 3c 4a

5a4b 5b 

6

Let’s get 
started!



 Instructions
1. Gather precut cotton fabric squares 12" x 12" 

in red, forest green, and blue and three pieces 
of 13" x 30" Home Décor weight fabric. 
Apply the Iron-on Fabric Applique Contact 
Sheet to back of cotton fabric only, leaving 
paper backing on.

2. Select Scan to Cut Data in gray scale mode 
to scan handwriting and use Line Detection 
Mode to identify inside and outside lines. 
Save via WiFi.

3. Place fabric on fabric mat fabric side down 
with paper backing up. Retrieve data, mirror 
letters and cut.

4. Make sure fabric is cut all the way through 
before removing from mat. Remove backing 
and press or iron onto center of home décor 
weight fabric.

5. Fold over short edges ½" right side out and sew 
hem. Fold right sides together so that the edges 
overlap about 3", your letters should sit nicely 
in the center of the square. Pin and stitch with 
1/4" seam allowance.

6. Turn pillow right side out. Insert pillow.
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Holiday Stocking
Let’s make a beautiful stocking that will be admired for years 

to come. You can customize the look to fit your home holiday decor 

by adding some festive embellishments like snowflakes, snowmen, 

trees, or even some reindeer for a little extra merriment. 



Shop Accessories & Machines

 Materials
• Brother ScanNCut DX SDX85M (Maui)
 machine with stylus and Black Auto Blade

• Brother CP100X sewing machine

• Spatula tool

• Low tack, and standard tack mat

• Fabric (home décor weight fabric, 
 buffalo plaid cotton)

• Thread

• Pins

• Scissors

• Fabric Marking tools 
 (chalk or water-soluble marker)

• Heat transfer vinyl (HTV) in red, 
 black, and white

• Cardstock, 2 pcs (12"x12") and tape 
 to make the stocking cutting pattern
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1a 1b

1c 1d

2b 2c

2a

3a

3b 3c

Let’s get 
started!



 Instructions
1.  Cut the stocking file on the SDX85M from light 

card stock using a low tack mat (I used the 
rhinestone-decorated Christmas stocking file from 
the CanvasWorkspace and removed the rhinestone 
design from the file). Next, assemble and trace the 
stocking template onto the backside of your home 
décor fabric. Flip template and cut a second piece. 
Trace and cut two heel pieces from buffalo plaid 
fabric. You will also trace and cut pieces for the 
cuff and hanger from buffalo plaid.

2.  Pin heel piece to the right side of each stocking 
piece and stitch along the inside edge of the 
fabric. Place both stocking pieces right sides 
together. Sew stocking using a ¼" seam 
allowance leaving top of stocking open.

3.  Snip around curved edges of stocking. 
Flip right side out. Work heel out.

4. Using a 2" x 6" strip of fabric halved lengthwise 
with wrong side out, sew along long edge only 
with ¼" seam allowance. Turn this inside out and 
press with sewn edge at edge of strip. Fold this 
in half to form hanger. For the cuff, cut a piece of 
fabric 14" x 6". Fold in half wrong side out and sew 
along short side with ¼" seam allowance. You will 
then fold the fabric in half to form a cuff
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 Instructions (continued)

 with right side out. Take the cuff and hanger 
(positioned at seam of cuff) and insert into top 
edge of stocking with folded edge inside and 
unsewn edge along the top. Pin into top of the 
stocking. Remove the flat bed attachment with 
accessory compartment from CP100X to make this 
sewing around the cuff to the stocking top easier.

5. Using ScanNCut DX SDX85M, select Scan to Cut 
Data in gray scale mode to scan handwriting 
and use Line Detection Mode to identify inside 
and outside lines. Save file. Retrieve file from 
memory to cut. Place HTV carrier side down 
onto standard tack mat, using auto blade. 
Use the mirror and half-cut in the settings 
and cut. Weed the HTV.

6. Place name and iron or press. Peel off the 
carrier sheet.

 Embellish your stockings any way you like. 
You can use different cuff treatments to make 
personalized stockings for family and friends. 
Add things like fabric bows or HTV stockings 
to give each stocking a personalized touch.



Start the
season
with all the
stockings
hung by
the fire
with care!

 Instructions
1.  Cut the stocking file on the SDX85M from light 

card stock using a low tack mat (I used the 
rhinestone-decorated Christmas stocking file from 
the CanvasWorkspace and removed the rhinestone 
design from the file). Next, assemble and trace the 
stocking template onto the backside of your home 
décor fabric. Flip template and cut a second piece. 
Trace and cut two heel pieces from buffalo plaid 
fabric. You will also trace and cut pieces for the 
cuff and hanger from buffalo plaid.

2.  Pin heel piece to the right side of each stocking 
piece and stitch along the inside edge of the 
fabric. Place both stocking pieces right sides 
together. Sew stocking using a ¼" seam 
allowance leaving top of stocking open.

3.  Snip around curved edges of stocking. 
Flip right side out. Work heel out.

4. Using a 2" x 6" strip of fabric halved lengthwise 
with wrong side out, sew along long edge only 
with ¼" seam allowance. Turn this inside out and 
press with sewn edge at edge of strip. Fold this 
in half to form hanger. For the cuff, cut a piece of 
fabric 14" x 6". Fold in half wrong side out and sew 
along short side with ¼" seam allowance. You will 
then fold the fabric in half to form a cuff

4a

4b

5a 5b

4c

6a
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Instant Savings*

OFF$75

 Instructions (continued)

 with right side out. Take the cuff and hanger 
(positioned at seam of cuff) and insert into top 
edge of stocking with folded edge inside and 
unsewn edge along the top. Pin into top of the 
stocking. Remove the flat bed attachment with 
accessory compartment from CP100X to make this 
sewing around the cuff to the stocking top easier.

5. Using ScanNCut DX SDX85M, select Scan to Cut 
Data in gray scale mode to scan handwriting 
and use Line Detection Mode to identify inside 
and outside lines. Save file. Retrieve file from 
memory to cut. Place HTV carrier side down 
onto standard tack mat, using auto blade. 
Use the mirror and half-cut in the settings 
and cut. Weed the HTV.

6. Place name and iron or press. Peel off the 
carrier sheet.

 Embellish your stockings any way you like. 
You can use different cuff treatments to make 
personalized stockings for family and friends. 
Add things like fabric bows or HTV stockings 
to give each stocking a personalized touch.

*Savings automatically applied at checkout. O�er valid on SDX85 Series at participating 
Brother retailers and at Brother direct. O�er only valid on purchases made between 11/01/2021 to 12/03/2021.

© 2021 Brother International Corporation.



Instant Savings*

OFF$30
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*Savings automatically applied at checkout. O�er valid on CS5055, CP60X, CP80X and CP100X at participating 
Brother retailers and at Brother direct. O�er only valid on purchases made between 11/01/2021 to 12/03/2021.

© 2021 Brother International Corporation.



Happy Holidays




